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Welcome to Arts and Africao This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey 3nd I'm 
very pleased to tell you that today we I re hearing from a pa.rt of the 
continent that's been under represented in the programme for G while. 

EXTRACT FROM PAUKWA REHEARSAL 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Those words were sung in kiswahili, the song was recorded in 
Dar-es-Salaam and our destination today is Tanzaniao To be prec i se, 
the campus of the University of Dar-es Salaam, the home of the Paukwa 
Theatre Group. When their latest production opened at the end of October, 
there was a great buzz of discussion; what did the play mean? What was 
the group saying? There's been a lively debate about "Ayubu" (that1 s 
the name of the production) an improvisation based on the familiar Old 
Testament story of Job and left very much open to members of the audience 
for their own interpretationo Paukwa have presented several plays since 
the group ,..,as formed in 1976 o Some of them have been in English and 
some, like "Ayubu" in Swahilio Three of the members, Penina Ml ama, 
Martin Mhando and Jesse Molel explained to Nick Owen that their aim 
was to raise the social awareness of Tanzanians - and not only in the 
towns and cities, even though they were based at the University. Penina 
Mlama, we heard her singing a moment ago, is the Head of the Department 
of Art, Music and Theatre at the University, Jesse Molel lectures in 
Theatre Arts and Martin Mhando, an ex-student there, is now a Director 
of Tanzania's Film Company. Hov do they work together? Well, Martin 
Mhando explains that they first asked themselves the question: What 
do we want to talk about? And then they listen to their ovm answerso 
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MARTIN MHANOO 

We know what we want to talk abouto What is it? We want to talk 
about Tanzania. We want to talk about the situation in Tanzaniao How 
are we going to talk about it? Somebody came up with the idea that we 
could use a basis of a story, a story like Job, and we said: "Yes, that's 
a good idea. What can we talk about Job" And he said: ",Job finds himself 
in a quagmire of some sort, he has faith in God and yet he 1 s opened up 
to a lot of problems and he is haunted by a lot of things and he loses 
a lot of his wealth and becomes poor, and yet he retains some cort of 
faith." Then we said: 110oK., let's use this basis of somebody who gets 
into problems and what happens when a man is reduced to almost the bare 
basics of living." And that's what we are working on. We are trying to 
examine the question of what will happen to a Tanzanian when he gets down 
to the level of poverty that can surround a human being. 

NICK OWEN 

How much does a political analysis enter into your work? 

MARTIN MHANDO 

I think the major part of it is political, more than anything else. 
We consider all the works we do as part of a political messar,c Paukwa 
wants to say and I believe the whole Group has, in a way, a way of 
thinking politically, a political direction in theatre. So I think that 
it becomes much easier for us to produce a work, because even when we have 
a lot of arguments they are more on the strategies than on the direction 
itselfo We know what we want to say, so, how to say it best is the 
question. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

The style is evolved as they rehearse - in other words they improvise 
as they go along and Penina Mlama charted their progress for Nick ewen. 

PENINA Ml.AMA 

We discussed the idea and then we started doing improvisations on 
how the different ideas that had been suggested could be expressed. We 
spent quite a lot of time trying different techniques or different ways 
of presenting those particular ideas with the aim of selecting the best 
and after having done those improvisations we selected what we thought 
expressed the ideas besto We took these ideas and put them together 
so that they can form a through-run of what we wanted to say. So we 
are actual~y piecing the play together as we go step by step~ 
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And the end result is "Ayubu" which begins 1::_ke this. 

EXTRACT FROM PAUKWA REHEARSAL 
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PENINA MLAMA 

The word "Paukwa" itself we took from story-telling, because 
normally in Tanzania when you are telling stories in Swahili you start 
the story-telling session by saying "Paukwa" and then the audience answers 
"Pakauwa" which means 'Once upon a time there was', so we drew this name 
from the traditional threatrical heritage of story-telling. We do take 
a lot of our material from traditional theatre expressions and we actually 
have used the traditional theatre expressions in most of our productions 
which are a mixture of different traditional theatre expressions like 
story-telling, dance, heroic recitations, poetry and we find it easier 
to use this material because we are ac·quainted with this material and we 
find it very enriching when we use it in expressing ideas that are 
relevant to the contemporary situation. 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY 

Now as we've already said "Ayubu" is a version of 'Job' and the 
version of the story of Job that I am most familiar with begins like this: 

QUOTE FROM JOB 
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The Paukwa Group see the s tory in Tanzanian terms but it's still 
about a just man who is not treated justly. Like Job in the Bibleo 
Ayubu takes up his case with the Almighty Himselfo 

PENINA MLAMA 

Ayubu has taken God to court because he wants to take his Creator 
to task. He wants Him to explain why He has caused him so much suffering 
and so much poverty and all thato So he comes to court and there's a 
long hearing whereby different witnesses are brought in, both on the side 
of Ayubu and on the side of God. But in spite of all the proof that 
Ayubu brings to court on his plight and the suffering that he is going 
through, the judgement is that God is not at fault so Ayubu loses the 
case. So as soon as that sentence is given Ayubu breaks into a kind of 
wail, not really a wail, but it's a sort of outburst where he demands 
that he must be given justice. And this is what this song is all abouto 

EXTRACT FROM PAUKWA REHEARSAL 
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Now if you've ever read the Book of Job you'll remember Job's 
Comforters - a misnomer if ever there was one. They don't give comfort, 
they make poor Job who's lost his cattle, his house, his sons and his 
health feel ten times worse. Well, in Ayubu it sounds to me as though 
their role is taken by the Intellectual and the Politician. He's a 
pompous, speechifying fellow who's made to sound like thiso 

EXTRACT FROM PAUKWA REHEARSAL 
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MARTIN MHANOO 

The politician says: "We came as saviours, we came to uproot the 
imperialists, the capitalists, and we want to cope with this povertyo 
We came for friendship, for equality. What did we reap? The fools. 
That's all we reaped." 

JESSE MOLEL 

O.K., so this is the intellectual. Because amongst the people who 
are responsible for Ayubu 1 s plight, I think, is also the intellectual who 
is theorising but who actually doesn't come to do anything for Ayubu. 
When he enters he boasts what an intellectual he is and the !;ong goes 
like thiso 
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Bragging of his books and his professorship, he can't have been much 
comfort to Ayubu. Just as in most of Africa, life is hard in Tanzania 
these daysa Those with faith in justice divine or human, economic or moral 
have that faith testedo Ayubu's predicament is shared by people everywhere 
and the Paukwa•s Theatre Group have hopes of taking their production out 
into the countryside, providing, that is, they find the transport and 
the cash. They look on drama as a means of personal and national 
developmento The last word from Penina Mlamao 

PENINA MLAMA 

I think Tanzania really can make very good use of theatre to raise 
the people's awareness, for instance, of the different problems, to raise 
their consciousness. It can be a very good programme for people to discuss 
the problems that are being faced in the countryo It is not very easy, 
for instance, to discuss problems through, say newspapers, but the theatre 
has got a chance to really analyse and interpret the problems in a way 
that it can raise the people 9 s awareness on a particular problemo Maybe 
it can act as a provocation to make people think or to make people give 
their own ideas or look and try to see the inside or try to analyse 
certain problems and if it is developed or if we have more of theatre 
activities all over the country, I think it can serve the purpose of 
providing a forum for people, either as performers or as audience to discusf 
the different issues that are always important to their own liveso 
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A serious intention that uses fantasy, satire, traditional- stories 
and the Bibleo We leave you as we began, with the music of Paukwa, more 
music from "Ayubu" while I say goodbye, hoping you'll join me, Alex 
Tetteh-Lartey at the same time next week for more of the arts in Africa. 
Goodbye. 
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